Historical newspapers are a source of research for the human and social sciences. However, these image collections are difficult to read by machine due to the low quality of the print, the lack of standardization of the pages in addition to the low quality photograph of some files. This paper presents the processing model of a topic navigation system in historical newspaper page images. The general procedure consists of four modules which are: segmentation of text sub-images and text extraction, preprocessing and representation, induced topic extraction and representation, and document viewing and retrieval interface. The algorithmic and technological approaches of each module are described and the initial test results about a collection covering a range of 28 years are presented.
Introduction
Newspaper texts have the primacy of being contemporary to the facts, being rich in micro-details and circumstantial details to the fact reported. However, due to the urgency of its publication, the critical and contextualized analysis of events only occurs a posteriori, being the object of social study. Thus, historical newspapers preserve a rich moment of that society that must be preserved and rescued for analysis. That is why there are large collections of historical newspapers in the form of page images around the world which are of interest to anthropologists, sociologists and historians in general [1, 2, 3] . However in this way of storing they are costly and tedious to consult.
Transforming a collection of historic newspapers for digital access and consultation is challenging in many ways. The original pages on paper have been worn out due to handling and in general are dry and brittle so that the photograph of the pages is the first step most used because it is the least invasive. Due to factors such as lack of standardization, text misalignment, page wear and poor quality of photographs in some cases, the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) [4] process often returns incomplete words, noises of various types and disconnected passages.
As for the natural language processing tasks, it presents other challenges. Note that a regional newspaper collection is a closed collection and as such may have a limited vocabulary resulting in searches using a broad universal vocabulary that may not retrieve existing relevant documents.
Because the collection of texts usually covers several decades of years, the different contexts in which the same subject appears over time creates a situation of multiples contexts (multimodality of contexts) in the statistical representation of a topic. Unsupervised topical modeling such as LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [5] is useful in exploratory search however we need a search directed by the user's interest represented by a query. The researcher has a specific query that may not be frequent in the collection but whose occurrence is important and will not appear as a topic in LDA topical modeling. These observations led us to develop a technique that we call induced topics in which the user provides one or more seed terms that should guide the characterization of the topic of interest. The induced topic procedure is arXiv:2002.08500v1 [cs.IR] 20 Feb 2020 performed as a post-processing stage of the LDA and returns a vector of words representing the topic signature which is used to retrieve the fragments of text of interest. In continuity, Section 2 describes the general procedure and algorithms, Section 3 is about experiments and results and the conclusion comes in Section 4.
Methods
Corpus construction: Figure 1 shows the functional blocks and information flows of the general procedure. It is assumed that a collection of images from indexed historical newspaper pages is available from which a collection of documents indexed via OCR [4] is obtained. This is a complex step involving image segmentation, border extraction, extraction of text sub-images with different types and sizes of characters and finally the optical character recognition. The effectiveness of this phase can be as low as 60% due to the low overall quality of the original papers from which the page images were obtained. However, the performance of the entire process ahead depends on this step. This step was supported by the commercial software AbbyyFine Reader CE c [6] .
The output of OCR faces a preprocessing step that includes lexical standardization, noises and stopwords removal, and stemming [7] . Lexical standardization was necessary because a newspaper's database spans decades of years during which the lexicon undergoes significant changes. The output is each text document represented as a list of lexical items with the entire collection forming a list of item lists. From this list, the TF-IDF (term frequency -inverse document frequency) [7] representation in the form of a term-document matrix is obtained for the entire collection (right branch in the Figure 1 ).
Induced topics:
The approach here is algorithmic. The reader interested in a principled approach to labeling topics should consult [8, 9] . Initially, the number of topics of interest N and one or more seed words for each topic are assumed to be available. The definition of the number of topics of interest and the seeds comes from knowledge of the context or domain of application. The search for a single induced topic is an instance.
First, the LDA algorithm [5] is applied to the corpus with the number of topics M = n × N as the input parameter. This fragmentation of LDA topics aims to model the statistical multimodality of context in the corpus. The return of the LDA is the set of words that make up each topic with their relative weights in the topic. Note that the same word can be on different topics but usually with different weights. It is possible that this unsupervised procedure returns an outline in which one or more seed words do not have a relevant weight in the LDA topics. In this case, the process is repeated with an increasing number of topics, increasing n, until a desired configuration is obtained.
The Induced Topic introduced here functions as a query expansion (Query Expansion) [7] in which each topic is represented by a signature with K words not repeated in other topics. To obtain them, we used the following greedy search algorithm applied to the results of the LDA: for each seed word, it searches on which topics the word is the most important. These LDA topics are labeled with that word and the process continues until you label all topics. Then, each set of LDA topics labeled by the same seed forms an Induced Topic. Then the next most important word in each topic is taken. If there is no repetition between topics, each one is added to your group's signature. Each word assigned to a topic is subtracted from the other topics where it appears with lower weights to ensure non-repetition. If the same word has the highest weight in two or more groups, it is allocated to the group where the weight is greatest. The process is repeated until each topic is represented by K words, where K is a predefined value. In this work, each topic was represented by K = 10 words. Correction in this general process is included to handle exceptions.
Information retrieval: It begins by representing the signature of the topical query in TF-IDF in the space of terms in which the corpus was represented. The cosine similarity measure [7] given by cos(x, y) = x.y ||x||.||y|| is then used to rank documents by importance. In this equation, x and y represent the TF-IDF vectors for the topical query and the document respectively, and x.y represents the dot product. An additional feature is that a minimum number of terms in each document can be set to filter documents of interest by size. This characteristic proved to be useful for a fragmented corpus obtained by OCR on the poor quality originals of historical newspapers.
Data, Experiments and Results

Data set
The corpus used for this work, in Portuguese language, was entirely built by the authors. It represents the photographic (digital) rescue of 36,617 images of pages from the O NORDESTE newspaper, published by the Catholic Archdiocese of Fortaleza-CE-Brazil, during the period from 1922 to 1964. We use quotes for Portuguese words.
The low quality of the paper originals, in addition to the typology worn by time, made it difficult to capture the words. To quantify these notions, on a typical page the text subimage taken at random has 532 words, OCR was able to rescue This, however, still does not mean that 60% of the words are useful, since the lexical corrections and standardization, inverted accents, line breaks and others must still be applied. As the spelling of the time was very different, then the adjustment of the corpus was something important to be done.
For the topic 'eleição' 20,684 texts were labeled and for the topic 'educação' 67,282 texts were obtained, out of a total of 6167052 texts in the corpus, which represents 0.34% and 0.11%, respectively. This imposes a heavily unbalanced text categorization task. These numbers refer to all types of text that have been targeted. They include short or long texts, loose sentences, small advertisements or fragments of text.
Topical queries
Topical query for 'eleição': The first topical query used the seed word 'eleição'. For this query, the topic signature for K = 10 resulted in S el = {'eleição','partido','seção','mesa','pleito','voto','presidente','chapa','titulo','urna'} and the cosine similarity threshold was experimentally adjusted to return a small number of results. Since these are highly unbalanced one-class classification experiments, only the precision metric was calculated here. The other two metrics commonly used to evaluate information retrieval algorithms, Recall and F1-measure, are not useful to calculate in this context. Both are evidently very low. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix obtained in this test for cos(x, y) ≥ 0.82. The precision performance index resulted in precision = 88/102 = 0.8627 or 86.27 %. On the other hand, when considering only the first 20 texts retrieved in order of relevance (top 20) as positive (total of the first column of the confusion matrix) in this test. The ground truth in this table was carried out a posteriori by reading the recovered texts. It can be seen that most of the recovered texts actually deal with the consulted topic. The top-20 precision for the 'eleição' query, however, was precision = 15/20 = 0.75 or 75 %.
Topical query for 'educação': The topic signature for K = 10 resulted in S ed = {'educação','faculdade', 'instituto','nacional','universidade','curso','direito','brasil','trabalho','grupo'}. The confusion matrix obtained in this test for cos(x, y) ≥ 0.88 is shown in Table 1 . The precision performance index resulted in precision = 222/235 = 0.9464 or 94.64 %.
The first 20 texts retrieved as positive (total of the first column of the confusion matrix) were ordered decreasing in relevance. The ground truth was carried out a posteriori by reading the recovered texts. It was seen that, also in this test, most of the recovered texts actually deal with the topic consulted. The top-20 precision for the 'educação' query, however, was precision = 16/20 = 0.80 or 80 %. 
Conclusion
The concepts and methods adopted in the design of a System of Processing and Navigation by Topics in Images of Pages of Historical Newspapers were described and the results of a proof of concept evaluation were presented and analyzed. In addition to the contribution to the systemic project, this work proposed and preliminarily evaluated a semi-supervised approach to the problem of the generation and organization of subjects by topic.
Specifically, starting from one or more seed words per topic, the algorithm extends the topic coverage by processing the LDA output to build the topic signature which will be used as a topical query.
A third contribution of this work was to build a new data set of images of pages of a historical newspaper through the photographic (digital) rescue of 36,617 page images of the O NORDESTE newspaper, published by the Catholic Archdiocese of Fortaleza-CE-Brazil in the period from 1922 to 1964. The proof-of-concept evaluation produced encouraging results.
